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Chemically active radioactive species, diffused from RIB target materials, often arrive at the
ionization chamber of the source in a variety of molecular forms. Because of the low probability
for simultaneously dissociating and efficiently ionizing the individual atomic constituents of
molecules with conventional hot-cathode electron-impact ion sources, the species of interest are
often distributed in several mass channels in the form of molecular side-band beams and
consequently, their intensities are diluted. The sputter negative ion beam generation technique
offers an efficient means for simultaneously dissociating and ionizing highly electronegative
atomic species present in molecular carriers. We have incorporated these principles in the design
and fabrication of a kinetic ejection negative ion source and evaluated its potential for generating
‘7-1*F-beams for the Holifield Radioactive Ion Beam Facility astrophysics research program. The
source utilizes Cs+ beams to bombard condensable fluorine compounds that emanate from a target
material, such as A1203, and are transported to the cooled inner surface of a conical-geometry
cathode where they are adsorbed. The energetic Cs+ beams efficiently dissociate these molecules
and sputter their constituents. Since the work functions of cesiated surfaces are low, highly
electronegative species such as fluorine are efficiently ionized in the sputter-injection process.
Measured efficiencies for ionizing atomic fluorine, dissociated from condensable compounds that
are formed by reactions of SFC with fibrous A1203 material, exceed 6.5’XO.In this report, we
describe the mechanical design features and principles of operation, and present emittance, F-
yield and ionization efficiency data derived from off-line, experimental evaluation of the source.

INTRODUCTION

Production of radioactive species at the HRIBF [1] is effected by directing beams of
either 10-60 MeV protons/deuterons, or 10-100 MeV 3He$He from the Oak Ridge
Isochronous Cyclotron (ORIC) onto refractory target material maintained at high
temperature and close-coupled to an ion source. Because the HRIBF relies on the 25
MV tandem electrostatic accelerator for propelling beams to research energies, negative
ion beams must be injected into the device. With the exception of the noble-gas
elements (Ne, Ar, Kr and Xc), most chemically active RIB species can be formed as
atomic or moIecular ions by utilization of either the sputter or charge-exchange negative
ion generation processes. The charge-exchange process relies on sequential electron
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transfer interactions between an initially positive-ion beam and a suitably chosen
exchange vapor to form the negative-ion beam. As a consequence, the over-all
efficiency is often low due to the product of probabilities for first forming the positive
ion beam that then must be converted to negative polarity. In addition, the charge-
exchange process degrades the quality of beams (remittances) because of its collisional
nature.

17’18Fbeams are of considerable interest for astrophysics research because they play
important roles in the hot CNO cycles and rp-processes responsible for heavy element
synthesis in the universe. While it is easy to generate intense beams of stable F- in
sputter-type negative ion sources conventionally used at tandem based facilities, the
generation of adequate intensities of *’F-for RIB applications has proved to be
especially difficult because of the sequential times required for diffusion of the isotope
from the interior of the target material and effksive flow to the ion source in relation to
its lifetime (~1n:65s). The times required for each of these processes strongly depend on

the chemical reactivity of the species with the target material and with the materials of
construction of the vapor transport system as well as the geometry and operational
temperature of the targetiion source system. In general, these delay times must be
reduced to values commensurate with the lifetime of the particular RIB species in order
to provide adequate intensities for RIB research.

Chemically active radioactive species, such as F, more often than not, arrive at the
ionization chamber of the source in a variety of molecular forms. Because of the low
probability for simultaneously dissociating and efficiently ionizing atomic constituents
of molecules containing the element of interest by use of conventional hot-cathode
electron-impact ion sources, the desired species are often distributed in several mass
channels in the form of molecular side-band beams and consequently, the RIB intensity
is diluted. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the mass distribution of
fluorine-rich ion beams extracted from the electron beam plasma ion source (EBPIS) (2)
used for positive ion beam generation at the HRIBF. The beams were formed from
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Fig. 1. Magnetic analysis mass spectrum for beams extracted
from the EBPIS (2) illustrating that the source is ineffective
for simultaneously dissociating and ionizing the constituents
of fluorine-rich compounds. Note that only 13°Aof the atomic
‘9Fappears in the 19 mass-channel.

compounds synthesized in
chemical reactions between SF6

and fibrous A1203target material
under identical conditions to
those used to test the source
described in this article. ~$s
noted, only 13°/0 of the F

species appear in the atomic

mass-channel. Since the F+ must

be subjected to charge-exchange

conversion to form F-, the over-

all efficiency of the process is
< 0.06°/0 at 10°/0charge-exchange
efficiency.

The sputter negative ion beam
generation technique is a
particularly effective means for
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simultaneously dissociating molecular carriers and efficiently ionizing highly
electronegative atomic constituents present in the molecule. For these reasons, we have
conceived, designed, fabricated and extensively evaluated an efficient kinetic-ejection
negative-ion source for the direct generation of *7F and 18F-beams for potential use in
the astrophysics research program at the HRIBF. The sputter generation technique also
overcomes the rather severe and chronic poisoning effects incumbent with sources
equipped with conventional thermal-evaporation-type LaBGsurface ionizers (3). In this
article, we describe the mechanical design features, principles of operation and optics of
the source, and provide operational parameter, emittance, and efficiency data for the
generation of F.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOURCE

Design features

The design features of the kinetic ejection source are illustrated schematically in
Figs. 2 and 3. The source is designed to mount in the same vacuum housing used for
positive sources such as the electron-beam-plasma source (EPBIS), routinely used at the
HRIBF for RIB generation (2). The source consists of a Re-lined Ta target-material
reservoir transversely attached to a Re-lined, Ta vapor-transport tube that directs
particles emanating fi-omthe target material reservoir toward the ionization chamber of
the source. (Re is used as a liner, where practicable, to reduce the effixsive flow times

Fig. 2. Isometric cut-away drawing of the kinetic ejection negative
ion source designed for potential use at the I-IRIBFfor radioactive
ion beam generation.

from the target to the
ionization region of the source
because of its low enthalpy of
adsorption properties for many
elements.) The temperature of
the target material is
controlled by varying the
current through a triple-pass,
cylindrical Ta heater that co-
axially surrounds the target
material reservoir. The
transport tube is independently
heated by passing a current
along the tube. Although the
target material reservoir and
the transport tube are
mechanically attached, their
temperatures can be

independently controlled with little coupling. SF6 is injected at a precisely controlled
rate into the target reservoir where it reacts with fibrous A1203 to form fluorine-rich
compounds that are transported to the ionization region of the source. Cs vapor is
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transported from an externally
controlled Cs-oven through an ion

independent transport tube co-
axially located within the vapor
transport tube and weld attached to
a 500/0porosity W ionizer. Since
the ionizer is welded to the exit
end of the transport tube, changes
in transport-tube heating power

1

result in changes in the
temperature of the ionizer. As is
well known, the W-ionizer must be
operated at temperatures above the Fig. 3.
critical temperature (- 1100 ‘C) ki~~tiC
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Side-view of the negative ion formation reg ion of the
ejection negative source showing the Cs-ionizer, the

for efficient surface ionization of acceleratfin@d7~~the COniCak?eOrn@Y~athOde-
CsO(4). Therefore, it was necessary to design the integrated system so that the optimum
ionizer and transport-tube temperatures could be simultaneously achieved by adjusting
the current through the transport tube.

Principles of operation

The species of interest, emanating from the target material in vapor form, exit
the vapor transport tube through an annular aperture surrounding the W-ionizer where
they strike the surface of the conical-geometry cathode equipped with provisions for
gas/HzO or liquid nitrogen cooling for condensing or perhaps, trapping molecules.
However, the effects of cooling the cathode on the ionization efficiencies were not
measured during these investigations. Such studies will be emphasized in a future
paper. Cs+ ions, formed by surface ionization are accelerated through a negatively-
biased, - 90%-transparency, Me-grid, maintained at voltages up to –300 V where they
impact the inner surface of the cathode and kinetically eject particles from the surface.
The Cs+ beam, in combination with neutral CsOvapor, lowers the work fimction (5),
dissociates carrier molecules and kinetically ejects their constituents. .The mechanism
responsible for negative ion formation is well understood (6) and is rather efficient for
many atoms/molecules with intermediate to high electron affinities. Moreover, it does
not rely on thermal evaporation of the species of interest to effect ionization as does
conventional surface ionization. Thus, the adsorption surface can be operated at low
temperatures for volatile molecules, thereby increasing their residence times and
consequently the probability for dissociation and ionizing their constituents. In cases
where the species of interest has a high electron affinity, but is an constituent of a
carrier molecule that has a low or even negative electron affinity, as is the case for F in
AIF, and cannot themselves be eftlciently formed as negatively ions, it is quintessential
to be able to dissociate the carrier molecule in order to ionize the species of interest and
concentrate them into a single mass-channel.
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Cs+ and F beam optics

The electrode systems for the acceleration of Cs+
computationally designed by the use of the simulation

and extraction of F- were
code PBGuns (7). The Cs+

electrode system was designed to have a high perveance for Cs+ beams while efficiently
extracting negative ions formed on the conical surface during the sputter process. The
space charge limited current flow between two parallel electrodes is given by the
familiar Childs-Langmuir relation

I(inA) =IxI@{(4/9)&(2e/M) l’2A/i?]V3’2 (1)

where &Ois the permitivity of free space, e is the charge on the electron, 34 is the mass of

Cs, A is the area of the ionizer and d the spacing between the grid and the ionizer
surface. The calculated perveance for the planar geometry ionizer grid electrode system
with spacing 1 mm is: P = 1.5 x 10-7[A/V 3n]. This correlates to space charge limited

Cs+beams, respectively, of 424 pA at a grid voltage of –200 V and 779 pA at a grid
voltage of –300 V.

The optics of the system were designed to assure uniform irradiation of the surface
of the conical geometry cathode with Cs+ beam intensities sufilciently high to ensure
optimum probability for
dissociating adsorbed
fluorine-rich molecules
and negatively ionizing
their atomic fluorine
constituents. Cs+ beam
trajectories accelerated
through the gridded
electrode and onto the
conical geometry cathode
are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Analogously, the
negative ion optics were
designed to optimize
extraction of sputter
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Fig. 4. Simulation of the Cs+ beam optics from the W-ionizer surface
through the negatively biased acceleration grid and onto the conical-
geometry cathode where negative ions are kinetically ejected. The
simulations were performed with PBGuns (7).

ejected F-. The results of these simulation studies are shown in Fig. 5. A grid voltage
of at least –1 O V to –20 V, more negative than the potential of the conical geometry
cathode was found to be necessary in order to optimize negative-ion extraction. The
action of the low gradient field is to reflect negative ions that otherwise would drift
toward the grid and be lost. Particles are extracted from the source through a 2-mm
diameter aperture in the apex of the cone by the penetrating electrostatic field produced
between the conical geometry cathode, maintained at - –20.3 kV potential relative to
the ground potential extraction electrode.
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the F- beam optics during ejection and extraction from the
conical-geometry cathode surface. The grid-electrode is biased slightly more
negative than the conical-geometry cathode to accelerate the F beam toward the
exit aperture. The simulations were performed with PBGuns (7).

The SF6 feed system

Fluorine-rich gases such as CF4, CCIZFZand SFGare viable candidates for use as
fluoridating agents in the system because they are chemically inert and thermally stable
at low temperatures but decompose at elevated temperatures, releasing known amounts
of F into the high-temperature ion-source. Of course, the thermal dissociation fractions
of the molecule in relation to the temperature distribution within the source must be
known. The thermal decomposition characteristics of molecules such as these can be
calculated by use of thermo-chemistry codes such as HSC (8), ThermoCalc (9) and
ChemSage (10). SF6 was chosen because of its high concentration of F and the ease at
which it can be dissociated to release F and F2 gas for reaction with the A1203 fibrous
target material used in testing the ionization efficiency of the source (11). In order to
make a viable estimation of the
efficiency of the ion source for
on-line F- generation, it is
quintessential to evaluate the
source with compounds identical
to those released during on-line
operation. The computed
equilibrium distributions of
fluorine-rich compounds that
resuIt from the reaction of SFG
with A1203 at various
temperatures (10) are shown in
Fig. 6. At temperatures above
N 1400 “C, the principal

components are AIFO and AIF
both of which are gaseous at
temperatures above - 253 “C.
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Fig. 6. Equilibrium distributions of principal fluorine-rich
compounds resulting from the interaction of SF6 with A1203,
as calculated with ChemSage (1O).
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(AIF has been conilrmed as the principal carrier of fluorine during on-line operation of
the EBPIS.)

The feed system for gases consists of a small stainless-steel chamber of known
volume that is equipped with both capacitance manometer and Bourdon gauge pressure
monitors. The chamber is filled with the chosen feed gas (SFG)where it is pressure fed
from the chamber into the source through a precision, calibrated-leak, also made of
stainless steel, designed to introduce -3.6 x 1013atoms/s of Xe into the source at 1 bar

pressure across the leak. Feed gas from the calibrated leak is introduced into the source
in pulsed mode by opening and closing a mechanical gate-valve in series with the
calibrated leak and the high-temperature ion source. The time dependence of the rise
and fall of the negative ion beam intensity at opening/closing provides information on
the delay-times for transport of the fluorine-rich compounds to the ionization region of
the source. The transport tube, located between the mechanical valve and target-
material reservoir, is made of Ta; the feed gas injection end of the tube is equipped
with a heat-sink avoid dissociation temperatures for the SFGfeed gas at entrance to the
target material reservoir. (SFG begins to thermally dissociate at -650 “C.) The
interface connection between the gas feed tube and the target material reservoir is sealed
with a close-fitting A1203 insulator to prevent leaks at the interface while providing
thermal isolation of the tube.

OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS

In order to optimize the ionization efficiency of the source, it is necessary to know
the dependencies of both Cs+ and F- beam intensities on the important operational
parameters of the source. The most important operational parameters include: negative
ion beam intensity versus CsOoven temperature; negative ion-beam intensity versus
ionizer temperature; and negative ion-beam intensity versus kinetic energy of the Cs+
beam. The Cs+ beam intensity can be estimated from Eq. 1 or from power supply drain
currents. Other parameters such as negative-ion beam intensity versus target material
reservoir temperature, negative-ion beam intensity versus cone temperature and
negative-ion beam intensity versus cone voltage are also very important but will not be
presented in this article because of brevity considerations. A more detailed account of
the source with all parameters given will be the subject of a forthcoming article. All of
these parameters were carefidly measured for the source. Once established, the source is
extremely easy to operate with the power supply inputs for control of the Cs oven,
ionizer and target material reservoir temperatures and voltages for the grid electrode and
conical geometry cathode voltages usually fixed. The source operates very stably and
reliably without the need for constant operator attention and, to date, has demonstrated a
continuous operational lifetime exceeding one month.

F-beam intensity versus Cs oven temperature

The probability for negative ion formation during sputtering depends exponentially
on the difference between the electron affinity EAof the atom/molecule and the value of
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the work fimction @of the surface (7);

the work function, @,in turn, depends on

the Cs coverage (5). The flow of Cs
through the ionizer provide Cs+ beams
for bombarding the conical-geometry
surface fi-om which the atoms/molecules
are sputtered as well as a neutral CsOflux
for lowering the work function.
Therefore, knowledge of the dependence
of negative ion yield on Cs oven
temperature is quintessential for
optimum performance of the source.
Figure 7 displays F- yield versus Cs oven
temperature for the source. As noted the
optimum temperature is -200 ‘C.

F- beam intensity versus ionizer
temperature

The W-ionizer temperature must
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Fig. 7. F- beam intensity versus Cs-oven
temperature for the kinetic ejection negative
ion source.

be
operated above the characteristic onset for
positive ion formation, commonly referred to
as the critical temperature (4). For CsOvapor
incident on or passing through a hot W
ionizer, this temperature is -1100 ‘C. As
noted in Fig. 8, the transport tube/Cs-ionizer
can be operated over a rather wide range of
temperatures without compromising the F-
beam intensity, thus simplifying source
operation.

Negative ion beam intensity ,m
versus Cs+ beam energy 140
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Fig. 8. F- beam intensity versus W-surface
ionizer temperature for the kinetic ejection
negative ion source.
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ion beam intensity reaches saturation at Fig. 9. F beamintenshyversuses+ beamenergyfor
thekineticejectionnegativeionsource.
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-200 eV Cs+beam energy signifying that the intensity and kinetic energy of the Cs+
beam is adequate for dissociating and sputtering the constituents of fluorine compounds.

SOURCE PERFORMANCE AND BEAM QUALITY
CHARACTERISTICS

F“ionization efficiency measurements

In on-line experiments at the HRIBF, 17)1*Fare produced within the volumes of
refractory oxide targets through fusion-evaporation reactions such as 1bO(d,n)17For
180(p,n)18F.Because of the relatively short half-life of 17F(Zlf2:65s), the diffusion and

effusive flow path lengths must be kept as short as practical. Fortunately, several oxides
(A1Z03,YZ03, ZrOJ, Si02, TaJOs, HfJOJ, can be formed into highly permeable woven
mats made of long, thin fibers (2-1O pm diameter) which combine the short diffision
Iengtldhigh permeability (low density) characteristics required of ISOL targets for
efficient diffusion release and effisive flow transport to the ion source (11). The most
IikeIy release products will be in the form of oxy-fluorides or metal mono-fluorides. In
on-line tests, conducted at the HRIBF, fibrous A1203has been used for the production
and efficient release of 17Y18F(12)and, therefore, was used as the target material during
testing of the source. Other more refractory oxides (such as Zr02 and Hf02) are
presently under evaluation for 17>’*F generation, as well. As noted in Fig, 6, the
principal carrier of F from A1203will be AIOF and AIF whenever the target is operated
within the temperature range of 1500 ‘C - 1700 ‘C. Moreover, they are gaseous
temperatures above -253 “C.

Furthermore, once formed, AIF does not
react appreciably with CsO over a broad
range of temperatures used for routine
operation of the source nor does it react
with H2 used as a reagent for picking up
elemental F from metal surfaces and
efficiently transporting the product, HF,
to the ionization region of the source.
However, both F and F2 readily react
with H2 or CsOto form, respectively, HF
or CSF, both of which are thermally
stabIe up to -1650 ‘C.

Figure 10 displays efficiency versus
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typical of those derived from the source afier outgassing and reaching operational
temperatures. The data were taken by injecting a long pulse of SF6into the target
material reservoir where it reacted with fibrous AIz03 target material with a continuous
bleed of H2 into the source. While H2 was found to reduce efisive flow times by -5,
the result of these studies show that it does not affect the ionization efficiency of the
source. As noted, the efficiency reaches 6.5°/0,a respectably high value considering the
fact that the signal is derived from
molecular dissociation of a variety of
fluorine-rich compounds. The value is
even more impressive when one
considers that no coolant was used on the
cathode. By its addition, the efllciency
of the source is expected to increase to
even higher values. This study will be
reserved for a future and more
comprehensive article on the source.

The efficiency for F_ formation is
found to decrease rather abruptly at
target temperatures above 1400 “C,
approaching those for on-line operation.
An example of this behavior is shown in
Fig. 11. Although the origin of the
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Fig. 11, Efllciency for F- formation versus target
material reservoir temperature for the kinetic
ejection negative ion source. Equivalent flow
rate of SF6 into the source: 5.1 PA.

decrease in efficiency is still not known, equilibrium distributions for SF6 interacting
with A1203fibrous target material, as shown in Fig. 6, suggest that the decrease may be
attributable to changes in composition of the compounds with temperature or possibly
to high pressures in the extraction region of the source.

Mass Spectra ‘[ ,,=
am -

The mass spectrum obtained by ~ -
magnetic analysis of beams from the =
source is displayed in Fig. 12. As noted, ~ ~

ithe spectrum is simple with essentially ~ ~ -
,.O

100% of the F- in the mass-19 channel, ,W-
in contrast to the spectra (Fig. 1) ,=-
extracted from its hot-cathode ~ositive ~r ,*C

counterpart, the EBPIS, where, o~y 13’XO -0~
lm

of the F+is found to reside in the mass-
lXO 25C.I

Mwwbc .=idd (m)

*c,. *o,.

chemical reactions between
fibrous A1203target material.

19 channel. In both instances, the beams
were formed, under identical conditions, Fig. 12. Mass spectrum for the kjnetic ejection

from compounds, synthesized in
source. Note that 10OOAof the 19Fappears in the
mass 19 channel This spectrum can be contrasted

SF6 and with that fromthe positiveEBPIS,displayedin
Fig. 1, where only 13% of the 19F appears in the
19 mass channel.
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Emittance data

Isobaric contamination problems are expected to be a serious problem during on-line
17Y’8Fbeam generation because of the high electron affinity of oxygen (1.46 eV) and its
pervasiveness in the mass spectra of beams formed by the sputter process. This problem
will be especially true when the targets are made of fibrous metal oxides. Therefore,
the beam quality (emittance) of the beam is important because it affects mass resolution
of these contaminants with existing
magnetic analysis systems. The normalized
emittance of the source is shown in Fig. 13
in comparison to that of the EBPIS. As
noted, it is -2 times larger than that of the
EBPIS at the 80% contour level. The
emittances of sputter generated negative ion
beams are typically higher than positive
produced by electron bombardment due to
the inherently larger energy spread
associated with the sputter process.
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